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Upcoming General Meeting  
December 2013 

Date: December 4, 2013 (Wednesday) 

Speaker: Martin Imperial Tinio, Jr. 

Topic: Upper-Class Christmas-to-New Year Celebrations in Bicol 

and Manila (1920-1960) 

 
 

 

Martin Imperial Tinio, Jr. will be our speaker for our 

December meeting, which also happens to be the OCSP 
Christmas Party.  Sonny will give a talk on family 

Christmas celebrations from the 1920s, late 1940s and 

the 50s-60s to show the transition from the Spanish 

traditions to the present day. 
 

In it he will describe how Christmas traditions of the 

Spanish period took on the trappings of American 

Christmas during the 1920s.  He will also talk of 

Christmas in Manila during the post-War to the 1960 
period. 

 

He will talk on the decor, food, customs of the eras mentioned and their transition to the present way it is 

being celebrated.  There will be many revelations on the subject that people cannot even imagine! 
 

Martin I. Tinio, Jr. is the grandson of Gen. Manuel Tinio, the youngest general of the Philippine-Spanish 

revolution.  A gentleman farmer, antiques collector, genealogist, writer, food critic and world traveler, he 

studied at De La Salle University, he went on to further studies in Switzerland and New York University in 
the US.   

 

He has done extensive research on Philippine social history, genealogy and architecture, and has photo-

documented old structures throughout the Philippines and abroad, accumulating about 70,000 
photographs in the process.   

 

A voracious reader, he reads in 9 languages and speaks 7.  His favorite pastime is doing research at the 

Philippine National Archives, the Lopez Library and the Mormon Family History Center.  

 
 

 

REMINDER: Our Christmas collection for this year will be for the victims of typhoon Yolanda. The 

suggested minimum donation will be Ph500 collected at registration. 

mailto:info@ocsphil.org
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Chita Gatbonton 

showing a piece from 

Palawan with 
crenellations made 
with seashells. 

Program Reviews 
August 2013 General Meeting 

Date: August 27, 2013 (Tuesday) 
Place:  Residence of Mrs. Dellie Yap 

 

Speaker: Chita Gatbonton  

Topic: “Palayok Talk”, Philippine Earthenware 
 

 

Lecture of Chita Gatbonton for OCSP 

Philippine Earthenware Pottery 

Palayok: An Appreciation of Its Importance as a 

Cultural Index  
Review by Candy Reidenbach  

 

Chita Gatbonton 

gave us a fascinating 

lecture on Philippine earthenware.  Earthenware is 
commonly called “Palayok” (clay pot) but what she 

showed us was nowhere near common.  Chita showed 

us slides of pieces from her personal collection of 

antique Philippine earthenware.  They were beautiful, 
and unusual, and fanciful.  The shapes were so 

different from the Chinese ceramics we are more 

exposed to.  And even when the shapes were utilitarian, 

they had a style that was distinct.   

 
Although Philippine pottery 

style was influenced or shares 

similarities with its Southeast 

Asian neighbors, it still 
developed “traits that are 

uniquely Filipino”.  Chita says, “Palayok is an indication 

of our cultural achievements”. 

 
She showed a wide variety of forms, shapes, and 

designs.  The pieces were formed by paddle and anvil.  The surfaces were decorated with designs etched 

with sticks, some were painted with hematite, and others were decorated with gouged or 

cut-out patterns. 
 

There were several anthropomorphic funeral jars. Some jars had faces that 

formed the lids and the vessel formed the body, with complete anatomy such 

as limbs, nipples, navels, and jewelry.  Some were decorated with male or 

female figures.  Others were decorated with etched designs that were so 
playful, one showing a dancing man.  Several pieces had swirls and spirals.  

There was a piece that had what could be a map, possibly recording the 

place where the deceased members came from. 

 
Chita said that in older Philippine society, women held a place in the 

hierarchy at par with the men (still a quality in modern Philippine 

society) because we acknowledge bilateral descent.  In one piece, a 

man and a woman were both positioned at the same level on the lid of 
the jar, insinuating their parity. (See the figure on the right.) 

 

Urn, possibly from Mindoro  
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A lone figure seated on the lid, record our 

reverence for ancestral ties.  The body of the urn 

shows schematic figures etched on it, surrounded 
by circular and square symbols, appear to be 

moving as if executing a ritual dance. Notice how 

the wrists and lower limbs are flexed. (See detail).  
 
Off Mindoro. H. 46 cm. Body H: 2.5 cm.  

 

 
Chita Gatbonton’s talk was food for thought.  The way 

history is taught in most Philippine schools, the 

country’s history begins with the Spanish discovery of 

the Philippine islands.  Yet we have archaeological finds 
such as with the Maitum pottery that are estimated to 

date from B.C. 5 to A.D. 225, or the Manunggul jar, 

which is estimated to date from 890-710 B.C.  So we 

know that our islands were inhabited, but we have no 
record, no memory of our culture and history before 448 years ago.   

 

It is as if we were a person with amnesia, who only has memories going back a few months.  So much is 

not known.  Which is why learning and studying about artefacts such as ancient earthenware, jewelry, and 
cloth is important.  Because of the lack of written history from before the Spanish colonization, these 

artefacts are our way of knowing the story of our ancestors.  

 

Ironically, palayok are not given importance by treasure hunters, collectors, and even some 

archaeologists/historians, as Chita pointed out in her talk.  For archaeologists, the Philippine earthenware 
pieces are difficult to date, thus the Chinese ceramics are usually given more importance in dating 

archaeological sites.  For treasure hunters, the Philippine pieces fetch a much lower price, so many find 

them not worth the effort to excavate carefully, transport, and sell.  And so these are often discarded.  

And we lose valuable artifacts/relics from our history. 
 

Only a few pieces find their way to museums and collections.  People don’t know what they are, thus they 

are hesitant to display them or show them.  How do you date them?  And even, are these authentic? 

 
There is a need for the study and preservation of Philippine earthenware as markers of early Philippine 

history and culture.   
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Urn from Mindanao/Palawan (?), H: 15.5 D: 25 cm. Lid H: 17.5 cm. 

D: 18.2 cm.  According to Chita, this is remarkable because it 
shows the subject adorned with a necklace.  “The potter must 

have wanted to impress that it was made of gold because he used 

a different clay type, or he did not coat it with red hematite.  It is 
similar to Maitum urns but the style is very different, so it really is 

possible that it came from somewhere else.” 

 

 

 

 

 

A head shown with necklace, 

document that jewelry—gold 
is suggested here—plays an 

important role in the Filipino 

ancient world. 

 

 

 

 

From Sicogon. H: 31.7 cms 

Kalanay motif 

Jar found in Batangas 
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Earthenware Pieces You Can See In Philippine Museums 

 

Maitum anthropomorphic pottery from the Maitum Museum, 

Sarangani, Philippines.  
 

The date of the Maitum pottery according to the carbon date is 

cal B.C. 5 to A.D. 225; later period AD 70 to 370, according to 

Chita Gatbonton.   

 
(Photo by Eric Montalban: www.flickr.com/photos/ericmontalban) 

 

 

 

 

 

Maitum jar from Sarangani province, an 

earthenware vessel for secondary burial dated 
to the Metal Age (500 BC-370 AD), from the 

National Museum of the Philippines.   

(source: www.nationalmuseum.gov.ph) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Manunggul jar is a secondary burial vessel excavated from 

a Neolithic burial site in Manunggul cave of Lipuun, Palawan.  

The two prominent figures at the top handle of its cover 

represent the journey of the soul to the afterworld. (source: 
www.nationalmuseum.gov.ph) 

Additional information from Chita Gatbonton: The date of the 

Manunggul Jar was established using carbon dating. It was 

found in Chamber A of the Manunggul cave, which had a 
carbon date of 890 - 710 B.C. (Late Neolithic).  The finds in 

Chamber B of Manunngul Cave had a carbon date of 190 B.C. 

(Developed Metal Age). 

 

 
 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ericmontalban
http://nationalmuseum.gov.ph/nationalmuseumbeta/Museums%20and%20Branches/kaban.html
http://nationalmuseum.gov.ph/nationalmuseumbeta/Museums%20and%20Branches/kaban.html
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Gilded Silver & Gold 

Kettle.  H: 24.2 cm. 

Excavated at Hejia 

Village in Xian, Shaanxi 

Camels with Musicians (Left to Right below) 

((H: 36 cm) Excavated at a tomb in Zhongbao village in Xian, 
Shaanxi 

H: 58.4 cm) Excavated from the tomb of a high ranking military 

official in Xian, Shaanxi  

Carved Tomb Band on Stone.   

H: 82 cm.  Found in Quyang, Hebei   

October 2013 General Meeting 
Date: October 29, 2013 (Tuesday) 

Place:  Residence of Mrs. Dellie Yap 

 
Speaker: Rita Tan  

Topic: The Splendor of Tang 

 

 

Lecture of Rita Tan for OCSP 
The Splendor of Tang (618-906)   
Summary by Rita Tan 

 

Prior to the Tang dynasty (618-907 A.D.), 

North China had already been open to trade 
routes by land into the highlands of West 

and Central Asia. The flourishing trans-

Asiatic trade continued into the Tang 

Empire that led to intense cultural 
exchanges between China and West and 

Central Asia.  Consequently, arts in Tang 

China abound with striking foreign 

influences as illustrated by the artifacts 

excavated from Tang archaeological sites 
shown in Rita’s PowerPoint Presentation. The 

exorbitant gold and silver ware that were a 

prominent part of the lifestyles of the nobility of Tang China were actually a “spill 

over” from the lifestyles of the aristocrats of West and Central Asia. It was 
interesting to see how the forms and decorative motifs of those metal ware 

evolved from the original foreign traditions into those that are unmistakably 

Chinese. 

 
The copious tri-color earthenware tomb figures distinctive of the Tang dynasty are so much a reflection of 

the wealth and prosperity of the period; i.e., the robust camels, lavishly caparisoned horses, riders on 

horseback, musicians, singers and the 

richly embellished jars, etc. 
 

 

 

 

     Horse with a Woman Rider 
L: 52 cm 
Found in Xian 
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Peach-shaped Silver & 

Gold Gilded Plate with a 
Turtle. D: 24.8 cm.  Found 

at the Underground Palace 
of Famen Temple, Shaanxi 

Chita Gatbonton & Linda Panlilio Tenten Mina 

of Ayala 
Museum 

(From L to R) Candy Reidenbach, Christopher Bell-Knight, 
Dexter Go, Meng Perez, Dellie Yap, & Tony Gutierrez 

In the Tang dynasty, while most of the ceramic kilns all over China were 

still in their infancy, the Yue kilns in Northern Zhejiang were already 

producing green-glazed ware with even and smooth glaze of fine quality 

exported in quantity to Asia and to as far as the Middle East and Africa. 
White ware was produced mainly in North China in the 

Tang Dynasty.  Those from Xing kilns in Heibei were of the 

best quality and were used by the court as tribute 

ware.  Produced more than a 1,000 years ago, Yue 
ware and Xing ware were the pride of the ceramic 

industry in the Tang dynasty. 

 

We, in Southeast Asia, are familiar only with China’s 
maritime trade in this part of the world leading to the 

Persian Gulf and Africa. Rita’s talk on “The Splendor of 

Tang” provided us with a glimpse of the world in North 

China in the Tang dynasty. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Enjoying the August and October OCSP Meetings 
 

            
 

Sancai (tri-color) Warrior & 

Sancai Court Official. 

H: 67.5 cm & H: 107 cm. 
Found in a burial in  
Luoyang City, Henan 

Yue Ware Ewer. H: 25.8 cm 
Excavated at an archaeological 
site in Ningbo city, Zhejiang 
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Cynthia Valdes &  

Pilar Martinez-Miranda 

 

Deliza Ridoloso holding 

2 OCSP books written 

and co-written by Rita 
Tan 

(Back row, L to R) Deliza Ridoloso, Angela Quila, Nening 

Manahan, Jackie Vega, Pinky Troesch, Christopher Bell-Knight 
(Front row, L to R) Trining Osteria, Linda Panlilio, Ane Miren 
Dowdall, & Betty Go Roxas-Chua 

        
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
 
 

 

          
 
 

 

 

 

(From L to R) Dexter Go, 
Linda Panlilio, Dellie Yap, 

Françoise Lebastard, Ninit 

Paterno, Tina Garcia, Mary 

Garlicki, & Malou Unson 
 

Rita Tan with 3 

of the founders 

of OCSP, Ninit, 
Linda, and 

Nening 
 

Listening to the 

lecture 
 

(Back row, L to R) Nina Dizon, Sylvia Lichauco, Johanna Klinge 

Arcenas, Vicky & Candy Reidenbach, Martha Taylor, Raul Arcenas, 
Deliza Ridoloso, & Dexter Go.  Seated in front is Rita Tan 
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Newsletter Features 

Favorite Oriental Ceramics 
By Toto Gonzalez 

 
 

This November/December 2013, we feature the favorite piece of longtime 

OCSP member Betty Go Roxas-Chua: a terra cotta T'ang camel 

(Bactrian). 
 

It was a gift of Don Manolo Elizalde to the Roxas-Chua couple on their 

wedding in 1968.  Betty cherishes it because it was the piece that led to 

her fascination for the decorative arts. She now has a beautiful collection 
which includes an opium bed, a screen exquisitely inlaid with semiprecious 

stones, large porcelain figures and vases, and many other rare Oriental 

and European pieces in her elegant home. 

(From L to R) Raul Arcenas, May & Martha Taylor, Jackie 

Vega, & Vicky Reidenbach 

(From L to R) Rita Tan, Angela Quila, Anna Pamplona, 

Muchit Villasor, & Nina Dizon 

(From L to R) Tofi Sison, Pinky Troesch, Lourdes Montinola, 
Sylvia Lichauco, Ninit Paterno, & Malou Unson 

(From L to R) Johanna Klinge Arcenas, Petty Benitez-
Johannot, Johnny Lim, & Deliza Ridoloso 

(From L to R) Ane Miren Dowdall, Chichi 
Laperal, & Toto Gonzalez 

Rita Tan &  

Petty Benitez-Johannot 

Nening Manahan & 

Marivic Vazquez 
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Four blue & white Yuan jarlets from the 

collection of Larry Gotuaco, currently on loan 

to the Genghis Khan exhibition that travels 

Symbol 
The Humble Chrysanthemum 
By Larry Gotuaco 

 

Thank you Candy Reidenbach for nudging me to write a piece for 

this issue of the newsletter. It has actually been very enjoyable the 
last few days, doing some quick research to update myself on Yuan 

dynasty blue and white ceramics. 

Surprisingly, there has not been any significant new information discovered in the 

last 20 years about Yuan blue and white. It’s just that many more pieces and 
shards have been discovered in China. But more importantly, there’s a lot more 

recognition of and respect for Yuan blue and white by Chinese scholars now. 

My story today begins 

with the little jarlets 
that many of us have in 

our collections ever since Lindy Locsin told us about 

them in the late 1960s.  

What stands out most is the singular decoration 

motif that was so prevalent on those jarlets: the 
humble chrysanthemum. It was an early species of 

chrysanthemum, very simple, very much like a daisy. 

That’s because they are related. Today we have 

mums that are large and complex, quite different 
looking, more gorgeous than simple.  

The Jingdezhen potters were experimenting with the 

use of cobalt for decorating under a glaze before 

firing. They began with a simple drawing of a flower 
that the Chinese liked. The earliest form was a rather 

cursive sketch of a flower head surrounded by petals, 

all in outline form.  

Subsequently, the chrysanthemum motif was applied 

on slightly bigger but still small vessels like bowls, 
ewers, square bottles, and other forms. When the 

potters transitioned to medium-sized and larger 

vessels, the flower was no longer left in outline form. 

A light blue wash was added to fill in the flower head 
and petals.  

After the early months or years of decoration with 

the chrysanthemum, the potters must have felt 

confident about their techniques for handling painting 
with cobalt. The lotus and the peony became the 

dominant flower motifs on blue-and-white ceramics 

thereafter. The pieces also took on larger sizes, forms, 

and shapes to cater to the taste of the growing market in 
the Middle East and Southeast Asia. The chrysanthemum was forsaken for a period, but not abandoned. It 

was the lowly jarlet that was abandoned. It had served its purpose in the experimentation stage.  

The simple chrysanthemum in the lowly-regarded miniature jarlets made a remarkable comeback in a 

rather glorious way. Towards the last few years of production of Yuan blue and white, circa 1350, the 

humble chrysanthemum was resurrected, in a manner of speaking, in the most unlikely places.  

It began to appear among the many decorations on very large and densely decorated vessels like guan 

jars, meipings, deep dishes, pilgrim’s flasks, yuhuchun pings, bowls, and ewers, among others.  

Yuan blue & white globular 

jarlet, from the collection of 

Victoria & Ronald Reidenbach 
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The David Vases, Jingdezhen, 

dated equivalent to AD 1351.  

Photo taken from the web site 

of the British Museum   

www.britishmuseum.org 

Detail of the neck of one of the David Vases 

(Click here for a link to photos from the British Museum's David Vases) 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/nEO59KLxRoGD4hW

9LD-L_g 

 

The world-famous iconic pair of David vases is decorated with a scroll of chrysanthemum on the very top 

band around the mouth. It is as if the humble chrysanthemum had risen to the top as the crowning glory 

of the most famous Chinese blue-and-white ceramics of all time. This 

makes for a romantic story about how the humble shall be exalted….  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The reappearance of the humble chrysanthemum on the David vases 
was not a fluke. It was also resurrected in at least twelve other major 

pieces of Yuan dynasty blue-and-white porcelain of imperial quality. Yes, 

astute Chinese scholars now acknowledge that the David vases group was 

imperial quality, just without a reign mark. The use of reign marks became 

fashionable only with the Ming emperors that followed.  

The most extensive and important Exhibition and Conference on Yuan 

blue and white to-date was organized by the Shanghai Museum in 

October 2012. Our Rita Tan attended the conference and presented a 

Power-point show at the symposium. In the accompanying Exhibition 
catalog, some of the most important and prestigious pieces from 

museums around the world were featured.  

More than 25 of the 85 prominent pieces individually featured had the 

simple chrysanthemum not as the main decorative motif, but as one motif among others. It is as if the 
potters were following some sage’s advice = “We should not forget our humble beginnings when we are at 

the top.”  

* The next 3 pieces are from the book: "Splendors in Smalt, Art of Yuan Blue-and-white Porcelain, Shanghai 

Museum", a catalog of the exhibition organized by the Shanghai Museum.  The book was donated by Rita Tan to the 
OCSP Library. 

Page 179 

Blue-and-white covered jar with dragons amid clouds and lion-

head handles (1271-1368).  H 46 cm, Diameter at rim 14.6 cm, 
Diameter at foot-ring 18.8 cm.  Excavated from a hoard in 

Gao'an, Jiangxi Province in 1980, Gao'an Museum.  

(The detail below shows the neck band which is decorated with 
chrysanthemums.)* 

http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_objects/asia/d/the_david_vases.aspx
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/nEO59KLxRoGD4hW9LD-L_g
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/nEO59KLxRoGD4hW9LD-L_g
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/nEO59KLxRoGD4hW9LD-L_g
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Committee Reports & Announcements  
 

Program 
Calendar 
 

These are the scheduled dates of our future meetings.   

 
 

December 4, Wednesday 
Regular Meeting and Christmas Party 

Speaker:  Sonny Martin Tinio 

Topic: Food 
 

Page 137 

Lobed dish with phoenixes amid flowers 

reserved in white on blue ground (1271-1368).  

H 10 cm, Diameter at rim 57.5 cm, Diameter 
at footring 32 cm. National Museum of Iran, 

Iran* 

Page 75 

Blue-and-white jar with peony scrolls and lion-head handles 

(1271-1368). H 38.5cm, Diameter at rim 14.2 cm, Diameter 17.8 

cm.  Shanghai Museum 

(The chrysanthemum designs are on the band on the shoulder 
with the phoenixes and the band around the neck.  The detail 

below shows the shoulder.)* 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Detail of shoulder band showing chrysanthemum and phoenix 

design 
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Mid-January 

Field Trip 

The Kaisa Heritage Center 

Bahay Tsinoy – Museum of the Chinese in Philippine Life 
Guided tour by Rita Tan who curated the exhibit of antique ceramic 

Sunset merienda at Bay Leaf Hotel 

#32 Anda cor. Cabildo Streets, Intramuros, Manila 
 

 

 

Hosting & Logistics 
We would like to thank our hosts for the August and October 2013 General 

Membership Meeting.  Thank you Dellie Yap and Betty Go Roxas-Chua for 

welcoming us to your homes.  We would like to thank our dinner hosts who 
brought various dishes in August: Dellie Yap, Chichi Laperal, Ian & 

Shirley Fish, Jackie Vega, Nening Manahan, Toto Gonzalez, Linda 

Panlilio.  We would also like to thank our dinner hosts for October: Ane 

Miren Dowdall, Angela Quila, Anne Wennagel, Betty Roxas Chua, 

Chichi Laperal, Linda Panilio, Martha Taylor, Muchit Villasor, Nening 
Manahan, Nina Dizon, Pilar Martinez-Miranda, Shirley and Ian Fish. 

 

 

Library 
By Candy Reidenbach 

 

New Donations 
The OCSP Library received generous donations in the last few months. 

 
Ethel Roberts surprised us with a massive donation of her entire collection of Arts of Asia magazines.  

The issues are from 1973 up to 2011.  That is a total of 217 magazines! (See the photo below.)  It will 

take us, your friendly librarians, some time to catalog everything. But you can find the table of contents of 
these issues at the Arts of Asia Magazine web site: http://www.artsofasianet.com/back_issues/  Since the 

magazine was founded in 1970, the OCSP library now houses an almost complete catalog of older issues. 

 

Arts of Asia is published by Arts of Asia Publications Limited, Hong Kong. 
 

   

 
 

http://www.artsofasianet.com/back_issues/
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Nening Manahan donated four different publications to the OCSP library.  Thank you, Nening, for your 

contributions to the library.  Below is a list. 

 

TRANSCRIPTS FROM THE MANILA TRADE POTTERY SEMINAR, which was held on March 18-24, 
1968.  This fascinating document includes lectures and papers.  The introductory speech was by Dr. 

Robert Fox, who was then Chief Anthropologist of the National Museum. 
 

The seminar topics include: 

1. Trade potteries recovered in the Philippines 

2. The beginning of the pottery trade in South and East Asia 

3. Diagnostic characteristics of Sung, Yuan, and early Ming trade pottery and major types. 
4. Kiln sites in South China - T'ang through Ch'ing 

5. Stonewares and jars - their provenience and dating 

6. The development and origins of Blue-and-White 

 
 

 

A REPORT ON THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE LOCSIN-UNIVERSITY OF 

SAN CARLOS EXCAVATIONS IN PILA, LAGUNA (September 4, 1967 – 

March 19, 1968), by Rosa C. P. Tenazas, with an introduction by Leandro 
and Cecilia Locsin, with photographs and illustrations in color and black and 

white. 

 

 
 

BAYANIHAN, OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER OF 

BAYANIHAN COLLECTORS CLUB, September 2013 

Issue 
 

Contents: 

 Editorial – Reinventing Bayanihan 
 Bibliophile Corner – Juan Luna in Print Media 

 Art Corner – Spanish Philippine Colonial Jewelry 

 Commemorative Honor – Profiling Bonifacio Cry: When, Where, & What? 

 Local History – Pampanga Colonial Papers & Memorabilia 
 Cinema Corner – Carmen Rosales Movie Queen 

 

 

 

 
Nening also donated a souvenir program of a K.A.P.I. Conference from 2004 

for the Library Archives.  In it, there is a message of greeting from the OCSP on 

the inside cover. 

 
 

 

 

Come and visit the OCSP Library!   
 

Our library is housed at the Pacific Office Machines Building, 28 EDSA, Greenhills, San Juan City, Metro 

Manila.  Visits to the OCSP Library are by appointment.  You can contact our librarians, Deliza Ridoloso or 

Candy Reidenbach at info@ocsphil.org or call them at 722-6970. 
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In Memoriam 
 

 

  
 

 

 
It is with great sadness that we report the passing of our 

long-time colleague and friend, Werner Troesch, who 

passed away on Nov. 26, 2013 in Switzerland. He was a 

good friend of the OCSP, who shared his immense 
knowledge on ceramics with us, specifically, on "Kraak" 

ware, in a lecture. He was always so cheerful and helpful, 

and will be sorely missed.  

 
We offer our deepest condolences to his wife Pinky and their 

daughter Jade." 

 

 
 

Newsletter 
Our new newsletter Editor-In-Chief is Toto Gonzalez. 

 

Please send your contributions, suggestions, and feedback to Candy Reidenbach, Newsletter Assistant-

Editor, at newsletter@ocsphil.org or +63 917 859 4331.  Or you can send your messages to Toto 

Gonzalez via his Facebook page.   
 

In particular, we are looking for contributions for the new feature, MY FAVORITE PIECE.  Please tell us 

about your favorite piece in your collection.  If you have a photo handy, please include this with your 

contribution, or we can schedule a visit where we can photograph your piece. 
 

We’d like to thank Mary Garlicki, Pilar Martinez-Miranda, Linda Panlilio, and Deliza Ridoloso for 

helping to proofread this issue of the OCSP newsletter.  I’d also like to thank Deliza Ridoloso, Tofi 

Sison, and blogger Eric Montalban, for letting us use their photographs. 
 

Past issues of the OCSP Newsletter can be downloaded and viewed from our web site: 

http://www.ocsphil.org/oriental-ceramic-philippines-newsletter-2 
 

 

OCSP Board of Directors for 2013-2014 
 

Name Officer Position Committee Chairperson 

Erlinda Panlilio President  

Deliza Ridoloso Vice President,  
Corresponding Secretary 

Library/Archives 

Dexter Go Treasurer  

Jacqueline Vega Recording & Corporate Secretary  

Augusto Gonzalez III  Newsletter 

Candy Reidenbach  Library/Archives 

Nening Manahan ex officio Programs Committee. Logistics & 
Hosting Committee 

 

mailto:newsletter@ocsphil.org
http://www.ocsphil.org/oriental-ceramic-philippines-newsletter-2
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How to contact OCSP 
There are many ways to get in touch with us. We have started to use more electronic means of 
communication.  We have our web site, which is interesting to see because it has a list of all of our past 

publications, and is also where we archive our monthly newsletters.  We recently set up a Facebook page, 

for more “current events”.  Please like our Facebook page so that you can get updates when we have 

events.  Click on this link (www.facebook.com/ocsphil) or look for Oriental Ceramic Society of the 

Philippines on Facebook. 
 

 

Below is a complete list of ways to get in touch with us: 

MAILING ADDRESS:  P.O. Box 80, Dasmariñas Village, Makati City, Metro Manila 
TWITTER:  @orientalceramic 

FACEBOOK:  www.facebook.com/ocsphil 

WEB SITE:  www.ocsphil.org 

EMAIL ADDRESS: info@ocsphil.org 
NEWSLETTER EMAIL: newsletter@ocsphil.org 

 

http://www.facebook.com/ocsphil
http://www.facebook.com/ocsphil
http://www.ocsphil.org/
mailto:info@ocsphil.org
mailto:newsletter@ocsphil.org

